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In Existing systems, a user can access any website without any network blocking that creates the problem 

of network congestion. To reduce the problem of network congestion, a network blocking or filtering is 

required. This paper comprehends the idea of access control rundown and CISCO IOS firewalls like 

inbound, outbound and how it can be proficiently utilized with the end goal of gets to limitation between 

various frameworks and administrations having a place with various VLAN mapped with various offices. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A network is group of two or more than two users in a system. Any user can access the services 

of the network. A router has the ability to transfer the information between user and a network 

system without any interrupt. Any organization can design their own network to share the 

information. But it is possible on a small size network to properly share their information without 

any congestion or hacking. In a current scenario, any user can use any social networking site 

without any blocking that will create the problem of congestion on the network. Because without 

blocking on the network a large number of user will process their queries on server that will 

create a problem of network jams. The aspect is that a user can use the social site by using direct 

or indirect link also. Secondly then another problem will be of security of a network. Because of 

without blockage on the network, an unreliable user will also enter on the network that will 

create the problem of security. In this paper, we have proposed a network that will remove that 

such types of problems. 
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RELATED WORK 
 

Many times the uncalled for setting of ACLs may cause the problem of loop hole on the network 

and also what's more, making much helplessness so there is a need of sending legitimate 

arranged ACLs approaches taking into account recommended calculations. We have gone 

through numerous paper in the zone yet we roused by the important work of the accompanying: 

A bobyshev in their paper [3] “Effects of Dynamic ACL (Access Control List) Loading on 

Performance of CISCO Routers”, used conclusions of their tests, for progressively setting the 

diverse sorts of ACLs systems to enhance system framework and execution . They  examined  

and experimentally improve the performance of ACLs, redesigns of uninvolved versus dynamic 

ACL, and how regularly the upgrades will be downloaded from switches so it must not be  

effects  the  performance  of CPU use of switches, and so on. Liu  Zhian, in his research on [4], 

“A Study of Network Optimization Method  Based  on  ACL”, provides their contribution by 

tests and scientific examination of exchanging of data packets. He utilized the best possible 

applications and burden change procedures of system prompting streamlined the smooth 

information stream of system .He concentrated on and utilize two strategies for application on 

correlation also, ACL outlining system framework . His outcomes improve streamlined exchange 

of bundles over system . William Mahoney, James Harr in July 2010, portrayed that in 

Linux/UNIX frameworks ACL principles are mixed with upgraded position and past 

organization of guidelines, which commonly has a tendency to make issues in comprehension 

and suitable execution of ACL standard. In light of inappropriate setting of guidelines a circle 

gaps issue can be  made  in the framework. They utilize the basic tenets or consent techniques  

for ACL checking of windows and to apply it in the Linux record framework , Wenjuan Xu, 

Mohamed Shehab, Gail-Joon Ahn, in their  research  [6],  “Visualization-based policy analysis 

for SELinux: framework and user study”, prepossessed a  structure  for  SELinux  which 

provides the facility to identify the system of strategy infringement perception security for 

framework Organization. They additionally actualizes the apparatus for examination of 

arrangements and produces the outcomes on the premise of analyses. Pankaj Rakheja et. al. [9]  

in a topology  for  forwarding  the  packets  on various  routing  protocols  is  being  used.  In  

this paper they analyzed the performance of these algorithms on the basis of the delivery cost  

and amount of overheads on each router, number of updates required, failure recovery and 

resultant throughput of the system. Numerous scientists have given their commitment on 

improvement of parcels stream on Networks with the assistance of ACLs on switches and so on. 

 

FEATURES OF ACL 
 

It gives an intense approach to control system movement into or out of a system.Access Control 

List is imperative as it encourages the system head by: 

 

1. It Provides movement stream control by blocking undesirable steering overhauls. 

2. It increases network performance by blocking network traffic. Controlling the 
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zones open to a customer by confining the utilization of system by specific clients or gadgets. 

 
3. Helps to Control the territory that is open to a customer by confining the utilization of 

system by specific clients or gadgets. 

4. Provides extra security by confining the unapproved parcels. 
 

5. Controls distinctive kind of movement by channel bundles stream in/out of switch 

6. Notwithstanding all the above, if the successful ACL is not made, it might make 

fundamentally parcel defer and even little ACLs will add to idleness essentially by their 

accumulation over a few sorts of routers. 

 

PROBLEM BACKGROUND 
 

The main problem of existing is the freely access of the system to any user on the network. It will 

create the problem of network congestion and improper use of network without any security 

mechanism. In a current any user is free to access the network social sites without any interrupt 

in any organization. That is the main reason of congestion or lack of security. It also reduces the 

throughput of the system. 

 

PROPOSED WORK 
 

We have proposed a network using the ACLs with network blocking/allowing process. A 

network blocker will check the user configuration on the network as per network routing table. If 

the user is a trusted user it will allow accessing the network with the security mechanism. The 

use of ACLs will be as per proper security mechanism because improper use of ACL will reduce 

the throughput of the system and also  creates the problem of congestions. For optimal  

utilization of network, it is necessary to use proper ACL rules and implement them on the 

network with proper security mechanism. The main objective of  this paper is to use the ACL is 

to provide a higher speed server for a organization. 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE SYSTEM 
 

The main objective of the system is to design a network for a organization to remove the problem 

of congestion and security along with higher throughput of the system. The main reason of 

congestion is entering of unwanted users or updates. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper an enhanced components are exhibited for a network system to reduce the problem 

of congestion and security by proper use of  ACL  rule. The proposed component is a mix of  

both the advancement instruments. It would be more helpful for a hierarchical system. In the 
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further work, I will attempt to apply hybrid combination of calculations and ACL rules on system 

edge gadgets like switches 
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